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Chase Field Drink Rails and Table Tops
Made with King StarBoard®
Chase Field, formerly Bank One Ballpark, is a state-of-the-art retractable
roof ballpark with a synthetic grass turf field. The 48,633-seat stadium
is home to the Arizona Diamondbacks, the Major League Baseball (MLB)
team which made their debut in 1998.
The Drink Rails were designed with the Coors Light® branding graphics
on vinyl. The drink rails are available in various lengths with 1, 2, or 3-cup
holders. The Cup Holders keep the beer colder, so the last sip is colder and
more refreshing than the first. The drink rails are adjustable to bar height
for bar stools and standing-only, or ADA height for lower seating and
wheelchairs. Features include inductive phone chargers, purse hooks, foot
rails, and power that can be controlled at the drink rail or hard-wired into
the venue’s electricity.
The Table Tops were designed with Coors Light® branding colors for the
Coors Light® Strike Zone seating areas. The seating area includes cabanas,
flat-screen TVs, a pool table, and food and bar service. Guests can eat,
socialize, and watch the game with a spectacular view of the field.
Designed exclusively for Molson Coors, the Drink Rails and Table Tops are
made with Dolphin Gray, 3/4” gauge of King StarBoard®.

CASE STUDY
Project at a Glance
Chase Field

Location
Phoenix, AZ

Materials Used
King StarBoard®

Application
Drink Rails and
Table Tops

Project Duration
2020
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Chase Field Drink Rails and Table Tops
Made with King StarBoard®
Initial Situation
In 2020, Chase Field specified Drink Rails and Table Tops for the Coors
Light® Strike Zone seating area. Since the Drink Rails and Table Tops are
located and used in high-traffic areas, exposed to UV, humidity, and water,
they require durable, long-lasting building materials to withstand the
harshest outdoor conditions.
Task
Chase Field specified Drink Rails and Table Tops for the Coors Light® Strike
Zone seating area made with King StarBoard®.

King StarBoard®
Properties
• Environmentally Stabilized
• Waterproof
• Will Not Rust, Delaminate,
or Rot
• Easy to Fabricate
• High-Impact Strength
• Abrasion and Stress Crack
Resistant

Solution
King StarBoard® is the original marine-grade high-density polyethylene
sheet and the leading brand in the marine industry. The King name is
synonymous with quality to those who know plastics. It is the product of
a proprietary process called K-Stran™, the most advanced manufacturing
process for superior flatness and consistency. King StarBoard® has a matte
finish. It is environmentally stabilized to withstand the harshest outdoor
conditions. King StarBoard® will not rust, delaminate or rot when exposed
to UV, humidity, or water. The polymer sheet never needs painting
or refinishing, works like wood, and is easy to fabricate with common
woodworking tools and techniques. King StarBoard® can be upgraded
with King FlameShield for ASTM E-84 Class A Flame Compliance and CAN/
ULC-S102 for Canadian Compliance.

• Never Needs Painting or
Refinishing
• Maintenance Free
• Made from FDA Approved
Materials
• Custom Sheet Sizes, Gauges
and Colors Available
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